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Test Result

Inello Name Reg. Nr. Breed

Helsinki 18.4.2012

Juvenile Epilepsy Test (Lagotto Romagnolo)

Taina Saul

Born Result

Name

Breed

Englanti

Born

Gender

VDH 10/1420505 276097202141585

Normal
Reg. Nr.

Result

On behalf of Genosoper Oy

The test results are interpreted as follows:

Normal: No epilepsy mutation and therefore no predisposition to juvenile epilepsy

Carrier: Heterozygous for the juvenile epilepsy mutation (carries one copy of  the juvenile epilepsy mutation)

Affected: Homozygous for the juvenile epilepsy mutation (carries two copies of the juvenile epilepsy mutation)

Puppies that have increased risk of developing juvenile epilepsy can be born if both parents are
heterozygous. The probability of having affected puppies in that case is approximately 25%. If one
parent is heterozygous and the other homozygous (affected) the probability of having affected puppies
is 50%. If both parents are homozygous only affected puppies will be born. Puppies homozygous for the
mutation become affected and experience seizures of variable extent and severity. Few individual
heterozygous carriers have also been reported with seizures. The reason for this is unclear with the
following possible explanations under further investigations: the carrier puppy has another mutation in
the same gene, or there is another mutation in another gene, or the heterozygosity for the mutation
lowers the seizure threshold in some puppies. The breed suffers also from a persisting and progressive
juvenile ataxia resulting often to the euthanasia of the affected puppy. In addition, there is an adult-
onset epilepsy caused by other genetic factors. If your Lagotto was tested as a carrier but has
experienced seizures please contact our customer service (info@genoscoper.com) for further
investigation. We are also looking for more ataxia and adult-onset epilepsy cases from the breed to
study the genetics of these disorders.

Lagotto Romagnolo
BreedName

Chip Tattoo

*Microchip verified by veterinarian.
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Genoscoper aims to highest quality in the testing process to ensure correct results. Genoscoper warrants its test results to be accurate
for the sample obtained from a animal specified in the confirmation of order, as identified by the information given by the owner of the
animal. In the event of a valid claim, owner's sole remedy is a refund of the fee paid. In no event shall Genoscoper be liable for
indirect, consequential or incidental damages of any kind. Any claim must be asserted within one year of the report of the test results.
By paying the invoice the client understands and agrees these testing conditions.
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